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Introduction 
 
A mega game was played concurrently by multiple teams using 30 min turns.  Teams represented 
11 East Asia regional nations and 7 covering the rest of the world.  The objective of the game was 
to draw out lessons from the decisions, actions and interactions between the teams in a safe to fail 
environment.  The game was set in the year 2020.  
  
Aim of this document 
 

• Discuss the wargame methodology, and identify its strengths, weaknesses, and its ability to 
offer substantive insight into the subject matter of the wargame. In order to aid 
comparability across the reports, it was asked what the top five methodological take-aways 
were (although we were free to discuss more than five). 

• Discuss the substantive findings of the game (if any) as they relate to issues of near-future 
crisis stability, geopolitics, and strategy in East and South East Asia. Rank order the top 
five findings (although you are, again, free to discuss more than five). Discuss the apparent 
validity of the findings in light of your methodological assessment. How plausible was the 
game outcome? How confident were we that these findings offer some, or any, insight? 

 
Top five methodology take aways (in priority order) 
 
Overall, we think that the game was excellent at its aim of getting the players involved in the 
conference and acting as an ice breaker.  There were very few people who were not enjoying 
themselves.  The game showed the benefits of top level facilitation and what must have been a 
vast amount of preparation.  Many subtle game mechanics showed the effects of this experience 
(e.g. forcing the teams to have team together times). Nevertheless we believe the game would 
have been even better if the following ideas were taken into account. 

• Take Away 1:  There is a need to treat the Trump administration seriously and 
professionally.  As a whole we think the game benefitted greatly by being about a 
serious subject, and the choice of subject was much more appropriate for a professional 
conference than last year’s fictitious “Binini” subject.  There was a hope and aim that 
players would gain genuine political insight from the game.  However,  by representing 
the future republican challenger as a muppet and white house decisions as a game of 
snakes and ladders this gave the impression that the white house game was being 
played for cheap left-wing laughs. It obscured the fact that there were actually quite 
subtle mechanisms in the white house game, and that the results were the effects of 
political in-fighting and indeed, it could even show the need to “drain the swamp” to get a 
functional white house.   

• Take Away 2: Need for a summary of tangible political progress at the end of each 
round.   Although the maps in the middle of the room showed the military progress being 
made. Political progress was not described in any way outside of the very ephemeral 
twitter chart.  This meant that there was little sense of a difference in political stance 
between one move and the next. It was suggested that a set of tables with actions written 
in very large letters could have been stuck up around the edge of the room to show 
political changes and give a sense of progress (e.g. recognition of Taiwan as 
independent state by UN).  The directing staff could have also provided a very brief 
situational update to all at the beginning of each new turn highlighting major 
developments. The Monitors could have a ticker tape updating all of the turn and phase 
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they are in.  By not showing permanent changes, but rather relying on twitter feeds the 
players were even more concerned with the present, and with reacting to recent events, 
rather than looking at long term goals.  Was this intentional? 

• Take away 3: Need to have SME to guide large teams The large teams with a 
dedicated controller (NK, US) benefitted hugely from the embedded SME advice and 
hence quickly settled as teams and began working through the phases of the game.  On 
other teams, there was a lack of wargaming expertise taking longer to adjust to the 
phases and outputs required resulting in delays some players becoming frustrated.  This 
was especially true with the China team (the largest team without a dedicated controller). 
This team took longer to make their decisions and indeed in one turn did not get their 
military units onto the map. Some of the small teams would have benefitted from more 
direct support by the DS in the first 2 turns.  This may be more important in a “serious” 
game representing a real event than in a fictitious scenario (like last year), as the need to 
maintain plausibility is much higher. 

• Take away 4 Need for a good and bad example form.  The form filling was extremely 
varied with some submissions too verbose and others lacking any information.  A good 
and bad example form for each type could have been provided.  Having said this the 
forms were reported to be an excellent hand rail for the teams when working through the 
phases. 

• Take away 5: More explanation needed for Military units and alert states.  Very little 
explanation was given as to the strengths and weaknesses of the units and the Alert 
state markers at the start.  This could have been briefed to encourage more confident 
movement of the tiles at the beginning and allow teams to work out their own forces 
strengths and weaknesses.  The US had to put all their forces on alert to be able to fire at 
North Korean missiles.  This had the effect of unintentionally frightening the other players 

  
Other comments on method. 
 
Wargame Material.  Generally, very good with just the following comments: 

• Player’s Guide.  Most teams reported that they took several turns to work through the guide 
and other literature provided resulting in missed information or misunderstanding of the 
rules.  An example was that some teams were unaware of the red box inject options to 
consider playing during each turn.    

• Maps.  Appropriate but the issue with updating movements on the central maps was 
improved after Bob C and Jerry identified a better process for teams to follow by working up 
the tables in order when they needed to move their tiles. 

 
Introductory Video.  Very good brief to bring teams up to speed with the current geopolitical 
situation.  The humour element was appropriate for a 101 event but the evident anti-trump 
sentiment had the potential to bias players before they’d started the game. 
 
Media Team.  The use of a media team was extremely effective and realistic.  Due to the speed of 
updates though many key media releases were missed in the early stages of the game so the 
potential to nominate Press Secretaries within the teams, or verbally warn teams of tweets that 
were of direct interest to them is recommended. 

 
White House (WH) Game.  POTUS being represented by a snakes and ladder board was an 
interesting idea and forced the WH team to work around the President presenting interesting 
challenges.  However, as per the video comments, having a new POTUS would have removed any 
bias from the players and allowed an individual to act independent of the current incumbent. 
 
Few overt threats:  There were relatively few overt threats made in the game (if you do this…. I’ll 
do this).  The only one found was a threat by China to support NK if the South Korea invaded (a 
somewhat implausible scenario).  This was probably due to the nature of the game, which 
encouraged people to just do things rather than threaten to do them first 
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Top five findings from the game on the situation in South and  East Asia 
 
We tried to distinguish between those properties that were deliberately designed into the game 
which were game inputs, and those that were emergent properties from the game play (game 
outputs).  We believe that the most important findings that were emergent properties from the 
game were.  
 
Finding 1: Some of the nascent conflicts are unlikely to escalate.  There were four conflicts 
shown in the game on separate maps. India/China, the South China sea , the straights of Formosa 
and North Korea.  There was not a lot of activity on the first three of the maps as the players saw 
little opportunity for substantive gain, and a lot of risk, both sides having more to gain from 
economic co-operation than military confrontation.   This was shown well in the game. 
 
Finding 2: Modern 24/7 media causes reactive politics.  The critical impact controlled and 
uncontrolled media releases had on political decision making during the wargame was a major 
lesson.  The US looked confused and conflicted following multiple contradictory White House 
tweets which increased aggressor nations confidence in their own plans instead of deterring them.  
In comparison, Nations with more control over their media were able to maintain a more effective 
IO campaign.  Examples were: 
 

• China being diverted from beginning a NK offensive when their focus was drawn to Taiwan 
when they became aware of the twitter news regarding their UN observer status and 
international support. 

• NK drew the attention of all other teams in the room every time they began clapping their 
‘Dear Leaders’ decisions (whatever they were). This was followed by teams watching the 
news feed for an update. 

• Often, instead of conversing between the ambassadors, a sound bite was drafted and 
released first in order to drive that nation’s narrative. 

 
Finding 3: Cyber Operations may be preferred to conventional.  Cyber operations were also 
much preferred over any kinetic activity owing to their deniability.  Cyber ops were used against 
North Korean missile tests.  The Cyber capability is used effectively in conjunction with an effective 
information operations campaign but only work on a short term basis in the absence of long-term 
campaign plans. 
 
Finding 4: Diplomatic solutions to the North Korean Crisis may be hard.  In the game players 
approaching the North Korean table saw a strange game being played with coloured pawns, this 
alongside the North Korean’s attention to it, tended to put other players off diplomatic contact with 
North Korea. This game mechanic may be equivalent to the difficulties most states have in 
communicating with North Korea.  North Korea said it received no diplomatic threats or promises 
during the game. 
 
Finding 5:  France and the UK want to be seen as “players” in the region, but have very little 
actual power. The game showed that France and the UK to be wanting to take part as “players” in 
the scene, but actually having little to offer except putting themselves forward as “honest brokers” 
or facilitators in a peace process.  
 
Other findings about the situation in SE Asia 
 
Strategic Aims.  Each nation team seemed to be missing a long-term aim with the rest of the 
world tending towards avoiding confrontation.  Either these should have been given to the nations 
from the outset to help drive all subsequent decisions or directing staff should assist teams with 
creating their own.  This would have improved the team’s decision making at the political level and 
thus help direct any military objectives. 
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Political Interactions.  The game naturally led to attempts at diplomacy between the teams due to 
the discursive nature of the event.  However, a fear of inflaming the situation between the US, 
China and North Korea resulted in early reassurances between the other nations preventing any 
force movements in the South China sea.   
 
Military Insights.  Unfortunately, the megagame did not present many military insights due to the 
nature of play apart from the IO and Cyber capabilities already mentioned.  Military Forces were 
instead used to coerce other nations.   
 
Summary 
 
The combined use of IO, limited deniable cyber ops, UN endorsed sanctions and constant 
diplomacy between key countries in the East Asia theatre prevented any military campaign from 
being launched limiting forces to a coercive role only. 
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